
 Be seduced by the magic of Su Gologone 

Su Gologone is the ideal location for your holiday in Sardinia. Set amid the magical landscape
of Sardinia, the Experience Hotel is surrounded by a 10-hectare private park in the heart of the
Barbagia, 200m away from the Su Gologone spring fall. 
A stay in Su Gologone is much more than a simple vacation.
Not only you will be welcomed by a caring staff and embracing atmosphere, but you will be
able  to choose within an exceptional multitude of the most unique experiences and incredible
adventures. All accompanied by a flawless service, enriched by exquisite culinary excellence.
Time to make new discoveries and to relax, moments of pleasure, spirituality and fun: your
memories will be even more intense and unforgettable.

200 mt from Su Gologone springfall
6 km from Oliena 
35 km from Cala Gonone beaches
97 km from Olbia Airport
160 km from Alghero Airport 
193 km from Cagliari Airport

DISTANCES FROM THE HOTEL 

ADDRESS
Località Su Gologone 
08025, Oliena (NU)
Sardinia

HOTEL SU GOLOGONE



4 RESTAURANTS*
Here in Su Gologone you will find a culinary path made by traditional aromas and flavours, all
waiting to be discovered, starting from the “farm to table” breakfast, with Oliena honey, Sardinian
jams, cheese and cured meats from the area, local bread and cakes, taken out of the oven every day.
The simple, rich scent of every lunch or dinner in the Main Restaurant won’t be easily forgotten,    
such as the ones found in maccarones de busa and the pane frattau, or the typical suckling pig
followeb by the seadas with honey, a sweet ending of a memorable meal. 
Whereas, hues of red distinguish a delightful space next to the swimming pool: the Gazebo Bar
and Restaurant is the place to go for tasty salads, light snacks, fruit and veggies extract, or
homemade ice creams. Here, even a dip in the pool fueled by the spring fall water, followed by a
relaxing moments on a hammock in the shade and a take on unusual wooden games, become an
unforgettable experience.
But surprises in Su Gologone do not end here: from May to September,  every other nights you
will discover our experiential restaurants*: The dinner in the Nido del Pane it's a real journey to
the past: here you can watch how Sardinian women, dressed in typical Oliena traditional costumes,
have been making bread for centuries. There will be a baking demonstration of different types of
bread-based specialties followed by various tastings.  
Moreover, what may look like a simple supper, turns out, in fact, to be a triumph of taste and
delicacy: in the Vegetable Garden you will find juniper tables, adorned with colored chairs and
linen runners, decorated with aromatic herbs, chilli peppers and small tomatoes. Enter the most
genuine tastes, with local vegetarian specialities.

68 ROOMS & SUITES
Every room is a piece of Sardinian memory, a
small piece of art in its own way, inspired by
patient weavers, shepherds and skilled artists.
The rooms entail a sequence of surprises and
wonders, which are well worth to explore.

Rates may vary according to the requested
period. We will supply a tailored offer for
your holiday according to the   number of
rooms and services required.

*Experiential Restaurants are not open every day, please ask concierge the updated timetable of each restaurant



All rooms and suites feature traditional furnishings, authentic designer pieces and precious
embroidery created by the skilled hands of the women of Oliena. 
The distinctive feature of  the 68 rooms of Su Gologone is that every room is different from
one another, each one with  its own palette of colors and unique furniture. All rooms and suites
are equipped with TV, minibar, air conditioning, telephone, safe, Internet WIFI, kettle with a
rich choice of tea, Nespresso, sea bag with towels, courtesy set, hair dryer, bathrobe and
slippers.

CLASSIC 
These are our smallest room but very comfortable.
Decorated with a typical Sardinian style, conceived in
the Botteghe d'Arte they consist of a large bedroom and
a spacious bathroom with shower. Some rooms have a
balcony with garden view or on the courtyard. They
can be twin or double.
Size from 18m² - Max 2 adults.

DELUXE 
Some have either an iron or a wooden four-poster bed,
as was commonplace in Sardinian villages. They
consist of a room with a bed, a sofa bed and a large
bathroom with shower. Twin or Double. Our deluxe
rooms have a balcony with either garden view or
mountain view.  
Size from 20m² - Max 3 adults.

JUNIOR SUITE DELL’ARTE
Wide and comfortable Junior Suite with a living room
area. Dedicated to the great 20th Century Sardinian
artists like Federico Melis, Giuseppe Biasi, Edina Altara.
They all have a balcony, shower or Jacuzzi, some of
them have a bath tub on the terrace. 
Double or twin. 
Size from 25m² to 30m² - Max 3 adults and a cradle.

DELUXE EMOTION
Our Deluxe Emotion is a Deluxe with a twist: they
have an outdoor jacuzzi and some of them have a little  
outdoor lounge.
Double or Twin.
Size from 20m² - Max 2 adults and a cradle. 



SUITE COLORES 
Suite open space. 
Some have separate sitting room.  All of them have
private terrace with Jacuzzi.  
Double or Twin.
Size from 35m² to 40m² - Max 3 adults and a cradle.

SUITE DELL'ARTE
The accommodation includes 1 spacious room or 2
separate rooms and a whirlpool bath or a hydromassage
shower with sauna feature. 
The terrace has either a garden view or mountain view.
Some suites offer a fireplace in the living area. 
Twin or double 
Size from 40m² to 45m² - Max 3 adults and a kid.

EXPERIENCE SUITE 
Room, living room, big terrace with bathtub. 
These are our top suites, they have the widest terraces
with an outdoor lounge with an outdoor bed to sleep
under the stars. Each Suite is divided into 3 separate
areas, the bedroom, the living area and the outdoor area.
Every piece of furniture is unique and tailor made for
each suite.  
The bathub is a Philippe Starck.
Other than the classic amenities  our Experience Suite
are equipped with free minibar, luxury courtesy set,
personalized welcome fruit basket and drinks, burner for
essences and candles, and CD player with CDs. 
Main Bedroom have a Double bed. 
Size from 45m² - Max 3 adults and a kid.

JUNIOR SUITE DELUXE
Just like our Junior Suite dell'Arte, the room is wide and
comfortable with a living room area. All Junior Suite de
Luxe have a great view over the mountains or the
gardens. They all have a bathtub for 2 people in the
lounge area or on the terrace. 
Double or twin. 
Size from 25m² to 30m² - Max 3 adults and a cradle.



ART STUDIO VILLA 
Suite, with private garden with 18 mq swimming pool,
outdoor bed,  and bathtub. For years it has been the creative
refuge of Giovanna Palimodde, the owner of Su Gologone,
today is one of the most requested luxury suite. The energy
that lurks in the atelier and in the garden has pushed
Giovanna to share her space with those guests-artists who
like to create, paint, write, or compose poems in a corner of
tranquility and absolute silence. Artists can also decide to
arrange a temporary outdoor exhibition of their works
using the available outdoor trestles. In the room's little
studio, there's all the necessary to paint: a set of brushes, a
variety of colors and canvas. A sliding door divide the
atelier from the room, the bathroom has a wide shower and
three sinks; one of them is a stone sink meant for cleaning
the brushes.
At guests disposal there are an iPad, CD player with CDs, to
which is added complimentary minibar, luxury courtesy set,
personalized welcome fruit basket and drinks, burner for
essences and candles; sea-set:  bag filled with sunscreens,
towels and fashion straw hat.
Upon request: romantic dinner in the garden, baby sitter
and butler service.The bed is double.
Size from 48 m² - Max 3 adults and one cradle

GDS/ IDS 
Amadeus: YX QNUABV

Sabre: YX 408116
Galileo/ Apollo: YX G7343

Worldspan: YX OLBSG
Pegs: ADS RO 35897

4 Restaurants* and 4 Bar*
Winery and Wine Cellar 
Botteghe d'Arte with 6 laboratories 
25m Swimmingpool and jacuzzi
Massage & treatments center 
Technogym Gymnasium 
Tennis Field
Mini Golf

OUR SERVICES

Wide private parking 
Car Rental services
Concierge
50 experiences: nature, sportif, cultural,
folkloristic, creative and food & wine
Private Collection of Sardinian Art of the'900
Vegetable garden and hen house
Meeting Center 


